
2 Civics and Citizenship 
concepts and skills
2.1  Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

2.1.1 Introduction
As a student in Civics and Citizenship, you are developing the knowledge and skills that will be needed by 
you and society now and into the future. In your study of Civics and Citizenship, you will cover topics about 
Australia’s democratic systems of government, and the justice system. Studying Civics and Citizenship may be 
necessary for your chosen career, or help indirectly by giving you broader knowledge and skills, especially in 
understanding government and legal systems.

FIGURE 1  Membership of the UN is part of Australia's global role and responsibilities.
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2.2  Concepts in Civics and Citizenship

Australia is a relatively safe society by global standards. We have laws enforced by police that apply to the 
whole community; public facilities are maintained by local councils and state governments; and many essential 
services are provided by government. Most of these factors are dependent on having a stable and secure 
government and parliamentary representatives, who are accountable to the people who elected them.

Government decisions and laws passed by parliament affect many areas of your life. The political ideologies 
or beliefs that in�uence government policies will continue to affect you, and the society in which you live, into 
the future. You have a responsibility to care about these issues and to engage with the society that your vote 
will help shape in the future.

2.2.1 Civics and Citizenship concepts 

Democracy
Democracy is a political system in which citizens choose the way in which they are governed. In Australia we 
have a representative democracy because we elect representatives to make decisions on our behalf.

Democratic values
Democratic values are the ideals that shape a democracy. In Australia these include free and fair elections,  
a separation of powers. You have already learned about the basic meaning of these values in years 7 and 8;  
this year you will begin to explore some of the more complicated impacts of these values — both positive  
and negative.

The Westminster system
In HASS this year, you will learn more about the structure and processes of the Westminster system and begin 
to critically evaluate the ways it operates in Australia.

Rights and responsibilities
The study of Civics and Citizenship is not only about what the government or legal system provides or 
protects for us as citizens, but also about your responsibilities as a citizen. One of these key responsibilities is 
participation, the most basic form of which is voting. This year you will examine some of the ways in which 
people can participate in the political process to both express and in�uence opinions.

Many forms of Government have been tried, and will be tried in this world of sin and 
woe. No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed it has been said 
that democracy is the worst form of Government except for all those other forms that 
have been tried from time to time. — Winston S Churchill, 11 November 1947

Do you agree with Winston Churchill (British Prime Minister during World War II) that 
democracy is the best form of government — even though it also has �aws? What 
alternatives exist? Should political leaders be allowed to express negative views about 
the fundamental basis and structure of our political systems?
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Justice
The idea of justice is that people are treated fairly and in a way that is morally right in the eyes of the law. 
This year you will examine the principles and processes of Australia’s court system, including how laws are 
interpreted and potential ways those values and processes might be corrupted. In Civics and Citizenship, you 
will learn how our justice system works, and examine the ways in which it does or does not achieve its aims. 

Participation
The concept of participation is about how you as an individual can be involved in the political and legal 
systems in Australia. This year you will study how your rights and freedoms are protected in Australia through 
the Constitution, international law and Australian law. You will learn how you can participate as a change 
maker within Australian society, becoming aware of threats to Australia's democracy and the safeguards that 
protect our society, including the right to dissent within the bounds of the law. 

2.2.2 Your focus in Year 10
This year in Civics and Citizenship, you will be learning about the design of our political and legal system.  
In particular, you will learn about:
 1. Australia’s system of government and its key features, including democratic elections and the separation of 

power. You will also compare Australia’s system of government with the government of a country in Asia
 2. how Australia has a global role and the responsibilities that come with this including being a part of the 

UN, giving foreign aid and peacekeeping
 3. the High Court and its role, which includes, importantly, interpreting the Constitution
 4. how international agreements in�uence government policies in areas such as the environment, 

discrimination, children’s rights and the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
 5. how Australia’s democracy can be threatened by organised crime, corruption and vested interests
 6. how the democratic system and our society is protected and strengthened by shared values and the right  

to dissent.

2.2.3 Where can Civics and Citizenship skills lead?
Careers that draw on Civics and Citizenship skills are many and varied. For some careers, these skills are 
essential, with further education and experience helping to develop these skills for work. These types of roles 
include:

 • lawyer
 • Member of Parliament
 • ministerial adviser
 • lobby groups
 • public relations
 • local government staff
 • public service
 • police
 • marketing
 • Electoral Commission
 • human rights organisations
 • foreign diplomats.

Civics and Citizenship skills are also transferrable skills that are helpful in a variety of workplaces and 
industries, in addition to industry-specialist skills. These types of roles include:

 • management
 • project management (architects, engineers, project managers)
 • journalism
 • dramatic arts
 • military
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 • security services
 • intelligence services
 • import/export businesses
 • emergency services
 • disaster management
 • environmental management. 

2.3  Skills in Civics and Citizenship

2.3.1 What skills will you build this year?
This year, you will continue to build your ability to use the four broad categories of skills in the Humanities 
and Social Sciences. In particular this year you are expected to examine sources of information with a more 
critical eye. The following summaries are to remind you of these four key skills.

Questioning and researching
Questioning and researching involves locating relevant and detailed information and/or data from a range of 
appropriate sources.

Analysing
Analysing involves interpreting information to identify the main features or ideas, then examining the 
information closely to determine how the parts relate to the whole.

Evaluating
Evaluating means examining your interpretations of information to draw evidence-based conclusions. It 
requires taking into account ambiguities and multiple perspectives in a source and proposing potential 
responses to contemporary challenges or issues.

Communicating and re�ecting
Communicating your ideas means presenting information in a range of formats to suit the intended audience 
and purpose. This includes essays, oral presentations, debates, tables and cartoons. Re�ecting on your skills is 
also an important part of the process.

2.3.2 Practical skills in the topic
In addition to these broad skills, there is a range of essential practical skills that you will learn, practise and 
master as you study Civics and Citizenship. The SkillBuilder topics in this section will tell you about the skill, 
show you the skill and let you apply the skill to the topics covered.

The SkillBuilders you will use in Year 10 are as follows:
1. Using the inquiry approach for research
2. Using the deconstruct/reconstruct method
3. Conducting an interview
4. Using and referencing quotes
5. Analysing political cartooons
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 6. Writing essays
 7. Writing a feature article (news story)
 8. Debating an issue. 

2.4  SkillBuilder — Using the inquiry approach  
for research

The inquiry approach is the foundation of Questioning and researching in HASS. In years 7 to 9, you have 
learned each of the parts of this process in detail. At a Year 10 level, you should be able to locate relevant and 
detailed information and data from a range of appropriate sources. You should then be able to analyse and 
evaluate this information, to help you form an argument or hypothesis, and choose relevant information to 
support this hypothesis.

2.4.1 Tell me
The inquiry approach is a process to help you research 
and answer questions or address issues in HASS. When 
you are asked to ‘do research’ you need to investigate a 
particular topic or event. To do this investigation well it 
is important to have a series of questions to guide your 
investigation (inquiry). You already have skills in using 
this process; Year 10 is your chance to examine and 
re�ne those skills.

2.4.2 Show me
Imagine you have been asked to investigate into the 
potential threats to Australia’s democracy through either 
vested interests, organised crime or corruption.

You need to plan your investigation and break it into some 
clear steps. This process will be familiar from previous 
years of HASS study.

Step 1

Your �rst step is to clearly identify the essential key 
question. For the topic organised crime, this could be 
expressed as:

What is the level of threat of organised crime in Australia?

Step 2

Break this down into a series of inquiry questions. These 
could include:

 1. What is organised crime?
 2. How much organised crime exists in Australia? In each of the states?
 3. Has the level of organised crime changed? How?
 4. Discuss the reasons for organised crime in the community?

Locate appropriate sources of that information.

Record relevant information from a range of sources.

Present the information in a relevant form.

Identify and understand the general question 
you are attempting to answer.

Develop a series of specific questions that
will help guide your research in the appropriate

direction, and help you determine the 
information you need.

FIGURE 1  The steps in the inquiry process

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to use an inquiry approach for research. Conducting research is an integral part 
of the Questioning and researching HASS skill.
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Step 3

Locate appropriate sources. There is a wide variety of sources that can be used for research, including 
textbooks, websites and books written by experts in the subject.

You need to ensure that the sources of information you use are relevant to your topic, and reliable. To do this 
start with sources from trusted educational institutions or of�cial organisations. For example, this textbook or 
the National Crime Authority or Institute of Criminology.

Internet searches can bring up a huge list of information sources, but not all are reliable. You need to carefully 
select a small number of sources that are reliable. Remember also that crowd-sourced or publicly edited 
information may not always be reliable.

Step 4

Record your information. A recommended way to record your research information is by using a formal  
note-taking method, such as Cornell Notes.

Another method is to select and print some text, and highlight those sentences or paragraphs that provide 
answers to your questions. Sometimes a complete answer to a question may be found in several places  
in a piece of text. Be sure to highlight all relevant text and indicate with a number which question the 
information answers. When you are satis�ed that you have found the answers to all the questions, write the 
answers in order, making sure to use your own words or clearly mark quotations and include the full source 
details. (Doing this at the note-taking stage means you won’t have to come back to the source to �nd the 
details later.)

2.4.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of using inquiry questions for research by completing a step-by-step worksheet from your 
online resources.

2.5  SkillBuilder — Using the deconstruct/reconstruct 
method

The deconstruct/reconstruct method is part of the Questioning and researching skill in HASS. At a Year 10 
level you should be able to accurately and effectively make notes from a source, without plagiarising. This 
includes knowing how to reference your sources.

2.5.1 Tell me
Copying another person’s work without acknowledging the author is plagiarism, whether it is intentional or 
accidental. For many students, the act of plagiarism occurs simply because they do not know how to read 
information and then use it appropriately in their own work. The deconstruct/reconstruct method teaches you 
how to use another person’s work appropriately.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to use an deconstruct/reconstruct method for research. Using the deconstruct/
reconstruct method is part of the Questioning and researching HASS skill.
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2.5.2 Show me
The deconstruct/reconstruct method is a way to use existing information to create original work. This academic 
technique helps you better understand information and allows you to organise your thoughts more clearly. By 
implementing this strategy, you will create unique pieces of writing that still have the same meaning as the 
articles and books you have read in your research.

There are three steps to the deconstruct/reconstruct method.

Step 1
Read

Make sure you read the entire source from start to end. There is no need to highlight or take notes during this 
stage. You want to simply read and take in the meaning of the author’s work.

When you �nished your �rst read-through, think about the text. Note down any questions you have after your 
�rst read-through. In some circumstances, you might also decide after the �rst read that this text is not relevant 
to your task or research, or that it is clearly an unreliable or inaccurate source of information. In this case, do 
not proceed; �nd another source of information.

Step 2
Re-read

Remember: the more times you watch a movie, the better you can see the elements that the director wants you 
to see. Similarly, the more times you read a source, the better you can see the elements that the author wants 
you to see. A second reading is to help you extract and begin paraphrasing the information relevant to your 
task, and to identify quotes you might wish to use.

When re-reading a source, you should use a table like the following to help you collect information and 
organise your own thoughts.

 • In the ‘Quotes/facts’ column, write only factual or statistical information.
 • The ‘Notes’ section is for any ideas and questions you might have after reading the quote. You can write 

this section in dot points or full sentences — whatever makes sense to you. You do not necessarily need to 
comment on each quote or fact you record; similarly, you may write notes that do not relate to a speci�c 
quote. Completing this section is crucial as these notes will form the basis of your writing.

 • Instead of copying out the whole quote in the left column, you might also note the quote’s location in the 
text and highlight it in your text or article. (You may not be able to do this if you are working with online 
resources, so having this column is useful.)

Let us use text from topic 3 of this textbook to practise the deconstruct/reconstruct method. 

Quotes/facts Notes

 • Factual information
 • Direct quotes from authors or other people
 • Statistics

 • Ideas and questions you might think of while 
reading the source

 • Dot points and/or whole sentences
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Notice in the following table example:
 • Quotes are formatted to show omissions (with an ellipsis …) and additions (with square [brackets] around 

the added words).
 • Quotes listed in the table are highlighted in the text for future checking/reference.
 • Notes are not in full sentences and use abbreviations.

Step 3

Put away the book, close the website page and rewrite what you have just read. The best way to do this is 
by using only the table that you created in step 2. The notes column should contain your own interpretation 
of what the author has said, and the quotes/facts column will provide the evidence you need to support your 
arguments and assumptions.

The system of government in the Empire of 
Japan was a military and absolute monarchy. 
This changed at the end of World War II, when 
the Constitution of Japan was drawn up and the 
post-war country ceased to be an empire and 
became modern Japan. Enacted on 3 May 1947, 
Japan’s Constitution is based on three principles: 
sovereignty of the people, respect for fundamental 
human rights and renunciation of war.

Japan’s system of government is based on the 
idea of democracy. Japan is an independent 
country governed by a constitutional monarchy, 
with a parliamentary system of government. 
Japan’s Constitution has remained unchanged 
since it came into force in 1947. The emperor is 
the head of state but only has a symbolic role.

The people of Japan choose the members of the Diet, and the members of the Diet elect the Japanese prime 
minister from among themselves.

FIGURE 1  The National Diet Building in Tokyo, the 
home of Japan’s national parliament

Quotes/facts Notes

• ‘The Empire of Japan was based on a military and 
absolute monarchy.’

• Constitution drawn-up after WWII, during Allied 
occupation

• ‘[The] Constitution … based on three principles: 
sovereignty of the people, respect for fundamental 
human rights and renunciation of war.’

• Const. enacted: 3 May 1947
• Govt based on democracy
• Constitutional monarchy
• Parliamentary govt.
• Parliament called ‘Diet’
• Emperor head of state, only symbolic
• Political system based on Westminster system.
• Bicameral parliament
• Japanese people elect Diet members, who then 

elect prime minister.

 • Who had more power, the military or emperor?
 • Was this forced or welcome?
 • Which human rights are clearly speci�ed, what else 

is in the constitution?
 • Who was involved in writing it?
 • How many members are there in the Diet?
 • What powers does the Emperor have now?
 • Are the powers of each house equivalent?
 • How many political parties are there in Japanese 

politics?
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Once you have completed the table, you can use the information to create your original piece of writing. The 
following paragraph has been written using the information summarised in the practice table. Extra research 
has also been completed to answer some of the questions written in the notes column.

As you can see, the meaning of the paragraph created by the deconstruct/reconstruct method and the one upon 
which it is based is exactly the same. Both paragraphs discuss the system of government in Japan, and both 
paragraphs use similar information in this discussion. However, because the deconstruct/reconstruct method has 
been used, the written text itself is completely different. The author has synthesised information and created an 
original piece of writing.

2.5.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of using the deconstruct/reconstruct method by choosing any paragraph from this resource 
and applying the three steps of the process. To do this complete the step-by-step worksheet from your online 
resources.

2.6  SkillBuilder — Conducting an interview

Conducting interviews is part of the Questioning and researching, and Communicating and re�ecting skills 
in HASS. In Year 10 conducting interviews can help you understand an issue or problem from different 
perspectives, so that you can better understand which strategies or actions might provide the best outcome for 
everyone involved.

2.6.1 Tell me
An interview is a conversation with some sort of purpose between two or more people. Questions will be 
asked by the interviewer(s) to obtain information, facts or statements from the person(s) being interviewed. 
Interviews can be conducted face-to-face between two people or in small groups, or by some form of 
communications technology such as the telephone or internet.

SAMPLE STUDENT ANSWER

Japan has a democratic system of government that is based on the British Westminster system. The Japanese 
emperor is technically the head of state, but this is largely a symbolic position. Japan has a parliamentary style 
of government, which means that the people elect representatives to the national parliament, called the Diet, and 
these Members of the Diet then elect the prime minister, who heads up the government. Like British Parliament, 
this Diet is divided into two houses, making Japan’s Diet a bicameral parliament.

Japan is a constitutional monarchy, with a written constitution outlining the form and powers of the government. 
This constitution was drawn up during the Allied occupation of Japan after World War II, and enacted on 3 May 
1947. Prior to this, Japan’s system of government was based on a powerful military and absolute monarchy. The 
current constitution instead has three key principles: sovereignty of the people, respect for fundamental human 
rights and renunciation of war.
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Why is conducting an interview 
useful?

An interview is important because it 
allows the interviewer to gather a wide 
range of views and facts. Interviews can 
reveal information about people’s values, 
motivations, attitudes and feelings.

2.6.2 Show me
Step 1
Establish your goal

What do you want to �nd out from  
the person?

If you are interviewing someone well-
known, do some preliminary research 
so that your questions are well targeted. 
Learn the basic facts about the topic you’re 
interviewing the person about; try to discover a topic that you either can’t �nd any information about or that 
might have been reported in slightly different ways. These areas of ambiguity or differing perspective about a 
person might provide interesting directions for questioning.

If you are interviewing someone who is not well known, you may need to ask more questions in the interview 
to get this basic information.

Step 2
Plan your line of questioning

Plan the questions you will need to ask the person at an interview. You could use the 5W and 1H approach to 
help formulate your questions. Often, people who have a public pro�le will want to see the questions you plan 
to ask in advance, sometimes before they agree to the interview.

Step 3
Schedule your interview

If you are interviewing a speci�c person, organise a time in advance for the interview. Be prepared to negotiate 
the time and place. When you ask them if they will agree to be interviewed, let them know what you are 
interviewing them for: the �nal product you will produce and who will read or view it.

Before your interview day and time, send a con�rmation to the person you are interviewing. Include the day, 
time and place you are meeting. Thank them for agreeing to the interview.

Generally, it is best to interview people in person, but you can also conduct phone or video-chat interviews. If 
you are interviewing a person that you do not know well, and you want to interview them in person, organise 
to meet in a public location, like a café or public library.

Step 4
Conducting your interview

A good interview is more like a conversation than a series of questions and answers. Always use your 
questions to keep the conversation on track, but don’t be afraid to ask follow-up questions or ask for more 
information if your subject tells you something interesting and relevant that you don’t anticipate.

FIGURE 1  Interviewing a person allows the interviewer to 
gather a wide range of views and facts.
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Make eye contact as your subject answers your questions. Use positive and friendly body language.

There are a few ways that you can record the details of your interview, each has bene�ts and drawbacks. If you 
are required to submit a transcript, you will need to either audio or video record it.

Etiquette for interviews
 • Be polite.
 • Be on time.
 • Dress appropriately for the situation. If you are meeting 

someone in their of�ce, you should be dressed neatly (if in 
doubt, wear your school uniform).

 • Before you ask any questions, remind them why you are 
doing the interview and what will happen to their responses 
(how you will be using the information).

 • Always thank the person for their time.

Step 4

If you have recorded the interview and need to submit a transcript, 
write out the interview (word for word) using proper sentences and 
headings. Present the transcript so that it is easy to read.

2.6.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of conducting an interview by completing the 
following activities. To do this you can also complete a step-by-
step worksheet from your online resources.
 1. Conduct an interview with a person with connections to a 

country in the Asia region. Use the following questions to 
guide your interview. You should add more to enhance the 
information you collect in the interview:

 a. What country in the Asia region do you have connections to?
 b. In what country do you currently live?
 c. What values do you associate with Australia’s system of government?
 d. What values do you associate with the country in the Asia region that you have connections to?
 e. Can you see any similarities or differences between the values of Australia’s system of 

government and those of the country in the Asia region that you have connections to?
 f. How much do you think Australia should spend on foreign aid?

Method Positives Negatives

Writing notes Quick to review Potential to misquote

Hard to record a lot of information and talk at the 
same time

Audio recording Easier to record

Can review and replay to get quotes exact

Slower to review and �nd speci�c information

May have technical issues (power, sound quality)

Video recording Easier to record

Can review and replay to get quotes exact

Can be intimidating or off-putting for some people

Slower to review and �nd speci�c information

May have technical issues (power, quality, etc.)

FIGURE 2  Make sure you take notes in 
the interview and then transcribe them 
afterwards.
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2. After completing your interview, write a transcript of it. Decide whether your transcript will follow a 
simple question-and-answer format, or be written like a narrative (a written account of the interview). 
Create a heading for the transcript, then write a short introductory paragraph preceding the transcript 
outlining who you interviewed, when the interview took place and what the interview was about  
(a summary of your main questions).

2.7  SkillBuilder — Using and referencing quotes

Using and referencing quotes accurately is part of the Questioning and researching skill in HASS and is 
important for communicating your ideas effectively. At a Year 10 level you are expected to know and use 
appropriate ethical protocols, including speci�c formats for acknowledging other people’s information, and 
understand that these formats vary between organisations.

2.7.1 Tell me
Why is it important to reference quotes?

When writing an essay, assignment or report, you need to include evidence to support your arguments. If this 
evidence takes the form of a quote or includes the use of statistics, then you must show the reader where this 
information came from. This can be done through the use of a referencing system.

There are many different referencing systems used throughout the academic world. Some systems were 
developed at the world’s leading universities and so bear their names. The Harvard and Oxford systems are 
examples of these, and they happen to be the two most widely used referencing systems.

 • The Harvard system uses in-text references in the form of parentheses, or brackets, containing the author’s 
name and the year of publication, like this: (Smith, 2014).

 • The Oxford referencing system uses numbered footnotes. A footnote lists bibliographical information 
at the foot (bottom) of a page and the number corresponding to that footnote at the end of the relevant 
section of text, usually a sentence, like this.1 (Note: The footnote here does not actually reference 
anything but is just used as an example of what a footnote number looks like.)

The Harvard referencing system has its origins in the scienti�c �eld. A simple and direct system, it was later 
adopted by the wider academic community. Due to its simplicity and ease of use, the Harvard system has 
become more widely used than its Oxford counterpart.

The HASS skills chapters of this series teach you how to use the Harvard system to create lists of references 
for your research. In this subtopic you will learn the next part of the system: how to incorporate quotes into 
your written work.

2.7.2 Show me
Step 1

There are four techniques for incorporating other people’s ideas and information into your work, and you 
should choose the one that works best for a particular information and the way you are communicating your 
ideas. News articles may rely more on direct quotes, an essay may include more paraphrased ideas.
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Step 2

Each of the different types of reference requires different types of in-text referencing. Understanding the 
different types and the rules for citation will help you to include the information correctly.

Methods of in-text referencing for each type of quote

Type of citation How to reference it Example

Paraphrase 
(simple)

Include the author’s surname and the year the source 
text was published in parentheses at the end of a 
sentence.

The information was easy to �nd; 
social media sites were publishing it 
(Smith, 2019).

Paraphrase 
(using the 
author’s name in 
your sentence)

Include the year of publication in parenthesis directly 
after your rewriting of the information.

The information was easy to �nd, as 
Smith (2019) demonstrated, many 
social media sites were publishing it.

Direct quotes 
(less than three 
lines of your 
writing)

 • Add the author’s surname and the year the source 
was published in parentheses at the end of a 
sentence and  page number of the reference.

 • Write the whole quote in quotation marks.

‘Social media sites published this 
information’ (Smith, 2019, p. 12).

Direct quotes 
(more than three 
lines of your 
writing)

 • Add the author’s surname and the year the source 
was published in parentheses at the end of a 
sentence and page number of the reference.

 • Include substantial quotes as a separate 
paragraph. To differentiate the quote from the 
regular text, this paragraph is usually indented 
from the left and right and written with a slightly 
smaller font or different line spacing.

The information that in�uenced voters 
was easy to �nd. Social media sites 
published this information widely in 
a number of countries. The course 
of the original posts, however, were 
impossible for us to trace. (Smith, 
2019, p. 12)

De�nition Example Ethical protocols

Direct quote A direct quote is an exact 
copy of the words and 
structure of the author 
shown in quotation marks.

‘The Harvard system is 
far better than its Oxford 
counterpart.’ (Smith, 2020, 
p. 12)

Always ensure you quote exactly, 
word-for-word

Edited quote A slightly edited version of 
what the author has written, 
either taking words out or 
adding them in.

Smith (2014, p. 12) claims 
that ‘… Harvard is [a] far 
better [system] than its 
Oxford counterpart.’

Use only to make the quote �t the 
grammar of a sentence. Ensure 
that the original idea or message 
of the author is re�ected in your 
quote; twisting their words to 
change the meaning is unethical

Always show where you have made 
edits. Three dots show you have 
taken words out. Square brackets 
show you have added words.

Paraphrased 
information

A paraphrased idea has 
been rewritten in completely 
new words and structure.

It has been suggested 
that Oxford referencing 
is inferior to the Harvard 
style (Smith, 2014, p. 12).

Do not use their words or structure. 
The meaning of the information 
must be the same.

Does it count if I replace a few words with the thesaurus?

Using someone else’s words and writing structure, but swapping in a few synonyms here and there, is still 
plagiarising even though the text is not exactly the same. You are using another writer’s basic structure and most 
of their words without acknowledging it. Many teachers and publications use software or web services to detect 
exactly this kind of plagiarism. Do the right thing: cite your sources.
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Type of citation How to reference it Example

Using the 
author’s name in 
your sentence

Include the year of publication directly after this, 
again in parentheses.

The information was easy to �nd, as 
Smith (2019) demonstrated, many 
social media sites were publishing it.

2.7.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of using and referecing quotes by completing the following activities. To do this you can 
complete a step-by-step worksheet from your online resources.

a. Choose three separate sources of information about an issue in federal politics this week. (Try to use 
different kinds of sources.)

b. Write your own point of view about this issue, incorporating four references to your sources — one using 
each of the techniques shown above (direct quote, edited quote, substantial quote and paraphrased quote).

2.8  SkillBuilder — Analysing political cartoons 

Analysing political cartoons is an important way of engaging with and examining current political issues. In 
Year 10 you should be able to identify, explain and provide a contrary perspective to those presented in texts.

2.8.1 Tell me
Political cartoons are created to critique and sometimes ridicule political decisions, views and politicians 
themselves using caricature (pictures of people that have had some of their features or mannerisms purposely 
distorted or exaggerated for comic effect). They also use visual and language tools such as exaggeration, irony 
and absurdity.

Bias is where a person presents information based on their own views, rather than facts. It may be done on 
purpose as the author is trying to persuade the reader, but it could be unconscious — the author presents 
information according to their views but they are not doing it on purpose. This is not always an issue but it is 
necessary to be able to identify when this happens as it could have serious consequences particularly in the 
application of the law and the potential to undermine justice. Identifying bias occurs through examining the 
language that the author uses as well as the data they present to support their views. The data could be based 
on �awed surveys or have been manipulated to support a particular viewpoint.

The examples in this subtopic relate to analysing bias in cartoons, but the same process applies to any source 
of information.

2.8.2 Show me
Step 1

Look closely at the visuals. The colours, facial expressions of the people, symbols and style will give clues 
about the message and help you to interpret the point of view perspective. Drawing up a table to collect your 
observations will help with the next stage of the process.

For example, some of the notes you might make about the cartoon in FIGURE 1 are included in the left column.
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Step 2

Then look at the language used in the image or the caption, if there is one. This will give another clue about 
the reaction the author is trying to illicit in the reader. For example, is it designed to make the reader feel 
angry, sad, victimised or to take a certain viewpoint? The language used by an author can be very subtle — it 
may not be obvious what the author wants the reader to feel as some terminology is not as emotive as others.

Add your observations to your table of notes. At this stage, you might also add questions to consider as well as 
observations.

Feature Description Possible interpretations

Rubbish on the ground Seems to be how to vote cards — shown as litter.

Brown ‘fumes’ coming from 
political party booths

Political parties all have the same bad smell.

Voter holding his nose Political parties all have the same bad smell.

Text on how to vote cards Writing is indistinguishable.

Party booths all labelled with 
their name and party colour

All lettering and booths are the same, only the 
colours are different.

Feature Description Possible interpretations

Rubbish on the ground Seems to be how to vote cards — shown as litter.

Brown ‘fumes’ coming from 
political party booths

Political parties all have the same bad smell.

Voter holding his nose Political parties all have the same bad smell.

FIGURE 1  2019 Australian federal election cartoon

Source: https://saltbushclub.com/2019/04/28/how-to-vote.
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Step 3

Cartoons will generally represent one main viewpoint of an issue rather than show the broad range of points of 
view. Connect what you see with the overall perspective of the cartoon. FIGURE 1 is suggesting that none of the 
four political parties represented in the cartoon are worth the voter’s consideration — they all ‘stink’.

Complete your table by explaining how what you see helps to support the message of the cartoon. This might 
help you to answer some questions, but will probably raise many others. Try to think of as many possible, 
plausible interpretations of what you see. This is a good way of practising thinking how different images or 
words can mean a variety of different things, and reveal a range of perspectives if used in a slightly different 
context.

Political cartoons also often operate on multiple levels (different layers of meaning) so don’t feel that you have 
to come up with one, de�nitive ‘correct’ interpretation. There is often more than one message that can be taken 
from a political cartoon. For example, some of the possible interpretations you could make based on FIGURE 1 
include the following.

Step 4

You may be asked to write an extended response analysing a political cartoon. In this case, use your table to 
structure your response paragraphs. For example:

 • Identify a feature (visual or text).
This cartoon shows the ground outside a polling booth covered in discarded how-to-vote cards.

 • Give a description.
The cards are indistinguishable from each other and are spread across the ground in front of all of the 
candidates.

 • Provide an interpretation.
This suggests that the election materials might as well all contain the same ‘rubbish’ or pointless, wasted 
message. It might also be hinting that the messages and ideas of political parties — as explained in their 
election materials — are polluting the streets, that is, making the country messier and uglier.

 • Conclude by stating how these observations support your interpretation of the cartoon as a whole.
This reinforces the cartoonist’s perspective that none of the four major Australian political parties are 
worth voting for, and the message that voters should ignore them when it comes time to vote.

Feature Description Possible interpretations

Rubbish on the ground Seems to be how to vote 
cards — shown as litter.

 • The advice about voting given by parties is rubbish.
 • They are polluting the streets with their ideas.

Brown ‘fumes’ coming 
from political party 
booths

Political parties all have the 
same bad smell.

 • The four main political parties are rotting.
 • They smell like sewerage (the booths look like old 

outdoor toilets).

Voter holding his nose Political parties all have the 
same bad smell.

 • Reinforces the politicians are ‘on the nose’.
 • Voter is not interested in their ideas.

Text on how to vote 
cards

Writing is indistinguishable.  • Their messages might as well all be the same.

Party booths all 
labelled with their 
name and party colour

All lettering and booths are 
the same, only the colours 
are different.

 • Reinforces the parties are all different variations of the 
same thing.

Are the people in this cartoon caricatures? Or are they symbols representing a type of person? Is there a 
difference?

How might the cartoon be changed to show the opposite perspective?
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2.8.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of analysing using the political cartoon in FIGURE 2. To do this you can complete a step-by-
step worksheet from your online resources.

2.9  SkillBuilder — Writing essays

Writing essays is part of the Communicating and re�ecting skill in HASS. Extended response and essay 
writing are important skills in Civics and Citizenship. It is important to be able to explain information  
in detail and present evidence that supports the ideas in an objective and unbiased way. This subtopic  
focusses on re�ning the structure of your essays, and ensuring you answer the question or topic that has  
been given.

2.9.1 Tell me
As you have learned in earlier years, an effective essay has three main three parts:

 • introduction (outline of the essay)
 • body (multiple paragraphs each with a clear structure and addressing a different, single idea in detail
 • conclusion (overview of the essay).

FIGURE 2  The day the circus came to town, from The Canberra Times, 6 November 2018

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to write an essay. Writing an essay is part of the Communicating and re�ecting 
HASS skill.
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These elements link together to present the information to the reader. Overall, an essay should clearly explain 
the background of an issue, contain evidence and examples and, most importantly, answer the question that has 
been asked. This might seem obvious, but many students fall into the trap of writing about what they know in 
an essay, rather than answering the speci�cs of the question that has been asked. The connection between what 
you are writing and the question should be clear at every stage of your essay.

2.9.2 Show me
Step 1
Re�ning your introductions

An introduction is a paragraph that outlines the direction of the essay. It usually includes reference to the 
question or topic, two or three key de�nitions and an outline of the evidence used to support the points. It 
should also include a thesis statement; this is a sentence that addresses the question and makes the general 
direction of the essay clear.

For example:
 • Question: The United Nations is an important body in managing international relations. Discuss this 

statement.
 • Thesis: The statement ‘The United Nations is an important body in managing international relations’ is 

extremely valid.
 • Thesis: The United Nations is a body of enormous in�uence and has contributed signi�cantly to 

international co-operation.

The rest of the introduction should outline the evidence and examples used to support the thesis. It should also 
follow a full paragraph structure.

A clear introduction also helps you to show that you will answer the question in the way that is being asked. 
In the following example, students are being asked to ‘discuss’. A ‘discuss’ extended response requires you to 
identify and give arguments for and/or against. This means you can answer with an essay that agrees, disagrees 
or provides some points each way. Remember: some of the most thoughtful and well-supported views in 
Civics and Citizenship show that you understand there are many different perspectives on an issue. A ‘discuss’ 
question helps you to show the ‘grey areas’ of an issue. In contrast, if the question was reworded to ‘Argue that 
the United Nations is an important body in managing international relations’ (or make a case that …) you are 
being asked to defend a speci�c point of view — you can only show the other side to explain why it is wrong.

FIGURE 1  The United Nations brings the countries of the world 
together. Why do you think all the �ags are on display?
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  Step  2   
 Clear argument paragraphs 

 An argument paragraph is a 
section of an essay that presents 
a point of view. Beginning with 
a topic sentence, the paragraph 
will then explain the point 
of view and support it with 
evidence. Finally, a linking 
sentence will draw the reader’s 
attention back to the key 
questions being discussed. In 
this way, an argument paragraph 
follows the TEEL structure.  

 This structure will already be 
familiar from previous years of 
HASS. As your essay writing 
becomes more sophisticated and 
your ideas more complex, you 
might need to move away from 
this rigid structure a little to be 
able to explain and support your 
ideas effectively. 

 Imagine that, after completing this topic, your teacher asks you to write an essay on the following: 

Discuss the potential for foreign interference in elections in a country such as Australia.

 The following paragraph is an example of the kind of paragraph you would � nd in this essay; however, the 
structure blends together the ‘two Es’ of TEEL to provide a more � uid and connected piece of writing.   

  How many paragraphs should an essay have?   

 Have you ever heard the saying ‘how long is a piece of string'? There is no de� nite answer; an essay can be long 
or short — depending on the question and the quality of the answer. At Year 10 level you should aim to be writing 
essays with a clear introduction, three or four main body paragraphs and a conclusion. 

 Australia is a democratic country and has a number of measures in place to protect the integrity of the system; 
however, there is the potential for foreign powers to interfere in the democratic process. They may, for example, 
attempt to in� uence the outcome of an election with a view to gaining power and in� uence in the decision-
making process. This could include reviewing foreign investments, building major infrastructure projects or 
gaining seats in parliament in an attempt to subvert procedures. Evidence of how easily this in� uence might 
occur in Australia has been seen in other democratic country’s recent electoral campaigns. In the 2016 US 
presidential election, it was claimed that Russian operatives tried to in� uence voter opinion through social media, 
posing as Americans and sharing propaganda that criticised Hilary Clinton. Currently, Australia has no laws 
governing truth in political advertising, high levels of social media use and no online advertising black-out law. 
These factors combine to provide an easy opportunity for foreign entities to interfere in the Australian electoral 
process in the same way — right up until the � nal vote is cast. 

T Topic sentence
Describes what the argument paragraph addresses.

E Explanation
Explains your main argument in detail.

E Evidence
Supports your argument with at least one piece of evidence.

L Linking sentence
Links the paragraph back to the main question.

  FIGURE 2    The TEEL structure for writing an essay  
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Step 3
Conclusion

A conclusion is a paragraph that summarises the essay. It is sometimes described as a re-working of the 
Introduction but with slightly different language so it ‘�nishes’ the argument. Don’t forget that each part of 
your essay should re�ect the direction and intention of the question you have been asked. This should be the 
focus of your conclusion too.

Step 4

Check the details. Never submit an essay or extended response without checking over your work carefully. 
Look for:

 • a clear and logically structure
 • correct spelling (especially with names and subject-speci�c terms)
 • accurate and well-referenced quotes
 • strong evidence that supports your ideas.

Finally, look at the question you have been asked again:
 • Have you answered all of the parts in the way you have been asked?
 • Have you addressed all parts of the content referred to in the question?
 • Have you answered in the right way (e.g. don’t give an argument when you have been asked for a 

discussion)? 

2.9.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill in writing an essay by addresing the following:

Discuss the potential for foreign interference in elections in a country such as Australia.

You will need to do some research before writing your practice paragraphs. You can also complete a step-by-
step worksheet from your online resources to help you with this task.

2.10  SkillBuilder — Writing a feature article 

Writing feature articles is part of the Communicating and re�ecting skill in HASS. In Year 10 you are expected 
to write a variety of extended pieces to present arguments and information, and tailor them speci�cally to suit 
an audience and purpose.

2.10.1 Tell me
A feature article is a news article that is written to present more in-depth information or analysis of an issue. 
They are often written by experts in a particular topic or journalists with specialist knowledge gained through 
detailed investigation or analysis.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to write a feature article. Writing a feature article is part of the Communicating 
and re�ecting HASS skill.
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2.10.2 Show me
The steps for writing a feature article uses examples from this piece, published by UNICEF. 

STILL ‘A LONG WAY TO GO’ IN CORONAVIRUS BATTLE, WHO CHIEF WARNS

Health
The head of the World Health Organization (WHO) has warned against complacency as countries continue to 
confront COVID-19 and citizens grow weary of stay-at-home measures aimed at preventing the spread of the 
disease.

Speaking on Wednesday, WHO chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus reported that most countries are still in 
the very early stages of their epidemics, while some that had been affected earlier are now starting to see a 
resurgence in cases.

“Make no mistake: we have a long way to go. This virus will be with us for a long time”, he stated.

The global COVID-19 caseload has reached nearly 2.5 million, and more than 160,000 deaths.

While most of the epidemics in Western Europe appear to be stable or declining, “worrying upward trends” are 
visible in Africa, Central America, South America and Eastern Europe, despite low case numbers.

"There’s no question that #StayHome orders and other physical distancing measures have successfully 
suppressed transmission in many countries.

But this virus remains extremely dangerous"-@DrTedros #COVID19 — World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO) 
April 22, 2020

Tedros told journalists that although lockdowns and physical distancing have helped suppress transmission in 
many countries, the virus remains “extremely dangerous”.

Most of the global population continues to be highly susceptible, which means epidemics can easily re-ignite.

A lone pedestrian in Piazza Del Duomo, 
a space normally crowded with 
thousands of visitors.

Source: © UNICEF/Francesco Spighi/The 
Florentine 22 April 2020.
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Tired of being home
“One of the greatest dangers we face now is complacency. People in countries with stay-at-home orders are 
understandably frustrated with being con�ned to their homes for weeks on end”, he said.

“People understandably want to get on with their lives, because their lives and livelihoods are at stake. That’s 
what WHO wants too. And that’s what we are working for, all day, every day.”

However, Tedros said moving forward will have to mean accepting “a new normal”, and forging a world that is 
healthier, safer and better prepared.

He underlined the six public health measures WHO has been advocating since the pandemic started, which 
centre around detection, isolation, testing, treatment and quarantine

The last step involves educating and empowering the public.

“Countries that don’t do these six central things, and do them consistently, will see more cases, and more lives 
will be lost”, said Tedros.

Mobile message initiative
Telecommunications companies across the world are being encouraged to support a WHO initiative to provide 
COVID-19 information via mobile text messages, announced earlier this week in conjunction with sister UN 
agency, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

The goal is to help reach the half of the global population that lacks internet access, starting in the Asia-Paci�c 
region before a global rollout.

“We also issued a call with the World Trade Organization, calling on countries to ensure the normal cross-border 
�ow of vital medical supplies and other goods and services, and to resolve unnecessary disruptions to global 
supply chains”, Tedros further reported.

“We need to ensure these products reach those in need quickly, and we emphasize the importance of regulatory 
cooperation and international standards.”

Solidarity, not stigma
In addition to �ghting the new coronavirus disease, WHO is also working to stamp out related stigma and 
discrimination.

There have been “disturbing reports” about COVID-19 discrimination in many countries, and in all regions, 
according to Tedros.

“Stigma and discrimination are never acceptable anywhere at anytime, and must be fought in all countries”, he 
said, adding, “as I have said many times, this is a time for solidarity, not stigma”.

Strain on the brain
The UN agency has also been addressing the pandemic’s impact on mental health.

WHO has produced technical guidance for individuals and health workers, who are under enormous strain at this 
time.

Meanwhile, a free children’s book about COVID-19, which the agency recently launched, is being used among 
Rohingya refugee children in Bangladesh, and children in Syria, Yemen, Iraq, Greece and Nigeria.

WHO has also received requests to translate the book into more than 100 languages.

The book, My Hero is You: How kids can �ght COVID-19, uses a fantasy creature called Ario who explains how 
children can not only protect themselves from the disease but also how to manage dif�cult emotions that may 
arise as a result of the pandemic.

Source: https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062372 
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Step 1
Understanding the point of view

Feature articles are usually written in a mixture of �rst- and third-person point of view.
 • First person (I, me, my, we, us, our) may be used to establish a relationship with the reader, in direct 

quotes or to provide anecdotes.
 • ‘And that’s what we are working for, all day, every day.’
 • ‘One of the greatest dangers we face now is complacency…’

 • Third person (he, she, they, their or referring to people/organisations by name) sounds more objective and 
detached; it is generally used where the author is providing a general overview, history or outlining details 
of the issue and events.

 • ‘He underlined the six public health measures WHO has been advocating since the pandemic started, 
which centre around detection, isolation, testing, treatment and quarantine.’

Step 2
Using language features purposefully

Depending on the topic, the language used in a feature article can vary signi�cantly. This is because a feature 
article is not as formal as a written report or an essay so the rules for perspective, bias and opinion are much 
more relaxed.

Some of the language choices you might make are outlined in the following table.

Language 
choice

Use to create Examples (modi�ed) from the UNICEF article   

Formality Informal language (colloquial, relaxed) 
creates a personal tone

Formal language sounds more 
authoritative and knowledgeable

WHO is also working to stamp out related stigma and 
discrimination.

WHO is also working to irradicate related stigma and 
discrimination.

Tense Present tense: to make thing sound 
immediate and current (the most 
common for most feature articles)

Past tense: to explain what happened

Future tense: to suggest possibilities or 
predictions

WHO is receiving requests to …

WHO has also received requests to …

WHO will receive requests to …

Sentence 
length

Short: gives an urgent tone (or using 
parts of sentences) if used as a one-off 
but can be monotonous if used in a row

Varied: more �uid to read

Long: can be confusing if not well 
written, but can better show the 
complexity of an idea or issue

Most of the epidemics in Western Europe appear to be 
stable or declining. There are worrying upward trends 
visible. These are occurring in Africa, Central America, 
South America and Eastern Europe. This is despite the 
low case numbers.

While most of the epidemics in Western Europe appear 
to be stable or declining, ‘worrying upward trends’ are 
visible in Africa, Central America, South America and 
Eastern Europe, despite low case numbers.

Jargon Technical language used by people in a 
speci�c �eld, emphasises expertise and 
gives a sense of authority

COVID-19 caseload

global supply chains

Contractions Sounds more conversational and 
relaxed, if used

Sounds formal or academic if full words 
used

That’s what WHO wants too. And that’s what we are 
working for, all day, every day.

That is what the World Health Organization wants too. 
And that is what we are working for, all day, every day.
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Step 3
Creating a clear structure

The structure of a feature article can generally be divided into three main sections.
 • Introductory section

• Headline: identi�es the focus of the article; usually attention grabbing
• Subheading: provides a point of view or insight into the perspective
• By-line: identi�es the expert or journalist writing the report
• Hook: interesting �rst sentence that ‘hooks’ readers’ attention and establishes a point of view through a 

direct statement, example or hypothetical question
• Introductory paragraph: expands on the hook and establishes the writer’s tone and focus

 • Body
• Paragraph 2: the �rst main point
• An explanation of how this person/issue has contributed to society. It should be an interpretation of 

events in the author’s own words.
• Paragraph 3 onwards: further main points to explain events or achievements about the person/issue to 

inform the reader or perhaps to delve into the issue in more detail
 • Facts, evidence, quotes, challenging questions to the reader, opinions included in these paragraphs

• Photographs, tables, diagrams and graphs often used to provide facts or evidence to support the 
author’s explanation and interpretation of the person/issue/events

• May include highlighted pieces of text or quotes to emphasise speci�c events or quotes
 • Conclusion

• Leaves an impression on the reader by:
 • summarising the article’s main idea
 • suggesting an appropriate course of action, or
 • encouraging a change of attitude or opinion.

Language 
choice

Use to create Examples (modi�ed) from the UNICEF article   

Anecdotes Used to add interest and personalise the 
writer

There are no examples in this article, but an anecdote 
about a child reading My Hero is You: How kids can 
�ght COVID-19 would not be out of place at the end of 
the article.

Evidence 
and facts

Used to validate and support the writer’s 
perspective

COVID-19 caseload has reached nearly 2.5 million, and 
more than 160 000 deaths.

Humour Adds entertainment value, engages 
reader, can be used to emphasise with 
exaggeration; humour should be used 
very carefully in articles about serious 
issues

Rhetorical 
questions

Used to force readers to think in a 
speci�c way — only one way to respond

There are no examples in this article, but examples 
generally, include:

What else are we to do but keep �ghting?

Emotive 
language

Provokes a personal response in the 
reader

under enormous strain at this time

Direct 
quotes

Can often personalise the topic, 
especially if the article relates to a 
particular person or subject

“Stigma and discrimination are never acceptable 
anywhere at anytime, and must be fought in all 
countries”, he said, adding, “as I have said many 
times, this is a time for solidarity, not stigma.”

Figurative 
language

Used to engage the reader’s imagination 
(eg. imagery, simile, description)

epidemics can easily re-ignite
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2.10.3 Let me do it
Practise the skill of writing a feature article using one of the following topics:

 • Australia’s level of foreign aid
 • Australia’s compliance with an international treaty
 • An international organisation (eg UNICEF).

Ensure the article includes relevant graphics (e.g. pictures, photos, tables or graphs) and sources are correctly 
referenced.

You can also complete a step-by-step worksheet from your online resources to help you with this task.

2.11  SkillBuilder — Debating an issue

Debating an issue is part of the Communicating and re�ecting skill in HASS. In Year 10 you are expected to 
deliver arguments and information as oral presentations tailored to engage and/or persuade a speci�c audience.

2.11.1 Tell me
What is a debate?

Debating turns arguing into a sport, 
complete with set positions, rules and 
a points system. In a regular debate, 
two teams of three debaters argue 
opposing sides of an issue. This issue 
is presented as a statement that can 
be researched, analysed and then 
debated. For example: ‘Stereotypes 
decrease social cohesion’. After 
hearing all six speakers, judges 
decide which side spoke the best 
and presented the most convincing 
arguments.

Why is debating useful?

Formal debating is not like a 
discussion you may have with your 
family or friends. A debate requires 
that you properly investigate an 
issue and consider both sides of 
the argument. Debating not only develops your communication skills, it also teaches you the importance of 
research and preparation. Many politicians, lawyers and businesspeople often remark that their involvement in 
school debating competitions helped develop skills and con�dence that they use today.

LEARNING INTENTION

This SkillBuilder shows you how to debate an issue. Debating an issue is part of the Communicating and 
re�ecting HASS skill.

FIGURE 1  Debates are often used in politics, particularly during 
elections. What purpose do they serve during this time? 
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2.11.2 Show me
How to prepare for a debate

A formal debate follows a set of rules. In a debating contest (for example, in school) there are two teams of 
three speakers, each of whom plays a de�ned role. One team argues in favour of the topic (the af�rmative 
team) and the other team argues against the topic (the negative team). You can prepare for a debate by using 
the following steps.

Step 1

Form a team of three people. Find out whether your team is to debate in favour of or against the topic. As a 
team, examine the topic carefully and discuss what you think it is about. You may need to use a dictionary to 
�nd a de�nition of key words contained in the topic statement.

Step 2

Work out what arguments support your team’s case. List them in order of importance.

Step 3

Work out what arguments do not support your team’s case. This will help you to anticipate what your 
opponents will say.

Step 4

Carry out research to help fully develop your arguments. As part of your research, consider interviewing other 
students and the adults you know to learn their attitudes to the issue.

Step 5

1. Divide the arguments you have collected among the members of the team.
2. Decide which team members will be the �rst, second and third speaker. Agree on what each member  

will say.

Conduct of the debate

The members of each team take it in turn to present their arguments in three to four minutes. The af�rmative 
team’s �rst speaker starts the debate. The following case study illustrates how a formal debate is conducted.

Af�rmative team
The �rst speaker should:

1. greet the audience
2. state which team they are representing and what the topic is
3. introduce the other members of their team, their role and the team’s view
4. argue the team’s case and state how the second speaker will build on this case.

The second speaker should:
1. explain how his or her speech will build on the af�rmative team’s view
2. argue against (rebut) the �rst speaker from the negative team
3. add new examples to support the af�rmative team’s view.

The third speaker should:
1. argue against (rebut) the negative team’s case
2. summarise the main arguments of the debate
3. restate the af�rmative view, explaining why it is the stronger case
4. avoid introducing new arguments.
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Negative team
The �rst speaker should:
 1. introduce the team members, describe their 

role and the team’s view
 2. state that the negative team doesn’t accept the 

af�rmative team’s view of the topic
 3. argue against (rebut) the points made by the 

�rst speaker of the af�rmative team
 4. state how the second negative speaker will 

build on the team’s case.

The second speaker should:
 1. explain how his or her speech will build on 

the negative team’s view
 2. argue against (rebut) the two previous 

speakers from the af�rmative team
 3. add new examples to support the negative 

team’s view.

The third speaker should:
 1. argue against (rebut) the af�rmative team’s case
 2. summarise the main arguments of the debate
 3. restate the negative view, explaining why it is the stronger case
 4. avoid introducing any new material.

Elements of a good debate

A good debate:
 • has members from each team taking turns to present their cases
 • starts with the �rst speaker from each team introducing their team and their team’s view
 • continues with the second speakers rebutting the previous speakers and adding new examples to support 

their team’s view
 • �nishes with the third speakers rebutting the other team’s case, summarising the main arguments and 

restating their team’s view
 • has arguments that only take three to four minutes.

2.11.3 Let me do it
With the assistance of your teacher, your class will participate in a series of debates.

 1. Divide your class into teams, each containing three debaters. Ensure that there is an even number  
of teams.

 2. Competing teams will then choose a topic from the following list.
 a. Australia is not giving enough foreign aid in the Asia–Paci�c region.
 b. The costs of peacekeeping missions for Australia have far outweighes the gains.
 c. Australia should cut ties with the United Nations for our national interest.
 d. There have been limited, if no bene�t, in signing treaties in the last ten years.
 3. Prepare for your debate, ensuring that each speaker’s role is clearly de�ned as explained in this subtopic.
 4. Conduct your debates over a series of classes, with your fellow classmates �lling the role of adjudicators.

You can also complete a step-by-step worksheet from your online resources to help you with this task.

FIGURE 2  It’s important to state your arguments 
clearly and con�dently.
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2.12  Review
2.12.1 Key knowledge summary
2.2 Concepts in Civics and Citizenship

 • Democracy is a political system in which citizens choose the way in which they are governed.
 • Democratic values are the standards or instructions that shape a democracy. In Australia these include free 

and fair elections, and a separation of powers.
 • Australia’s system of government is based on the British system, which is known as the Westminster 

system.
 • The study of Civics and Citizenship is about what the government or legal system provides or protects for 

us as citizens (rights) and the responsibilities that come with these rights.
 • The idea of justice is that people are treated fairly and in a way that is morally right in the eyes of the law.
 • Participation in the political and legal system is how individuals can help make decisions and create 

change in society.

2.3 Skills in Civics and Citizenship
 • The skills you will develop across all of your HASS subjects fall into four main groups.

• Questioning and researching involves locating relevant and detailed information and/or data from a 
range of appropriate sources.

• Analysing involves interpreting information to identify the main features or ideas, then examining the 
information closely to determine how the parts relate to the whole.

• You will learn to draw evidence-based conclusions by evaluating information and/or data.
• The ability to communicate and share your ideas with other people is also an important part of Civics 

and Citizenship.

Resources

eWorkbooks Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-6013)
Re�ection (ewbk-6012)
Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-6004)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will �nd online for topic 2 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video eLes-
sons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

2.4 SkillBuilder — Using the inquiry 
approach for research

 eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder — Using the inquiry approach for research 

(ewbk-4164)

2.5 SkillBuilder — Using the deconstruct/
reconstruct method

 eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder — Using the deconstruct/reconstruct method 

(ewbk-6006)

2.6 SkillBuilder — Conducting an interview
 eWorkbook

 • SkillBuilder — Conducting an interview (ewbk-6007)

2.7 SkillBuilder — Using and referencing 
quotes

 eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder — Using and referencing quotes (ewbk-6008)

2.8 SkillBuilder — Analysing political 
cartoons

 eWorkbook
 • SkillBuilder — Analysing political cartoons (ewbk-6850)

2.9 SkillBuilder — Writing essays
 eWorkbook

 • SkillBuilder — Writing essays (ewbk-6009)

2.10 SkillBuilder — Writing a feature article
 eWorkbook

 • SkillBuilder — Writing a feature article (ewbk-6010)

2.11 SkillBuilder — Debating an issue
 eWorkbook

 • SkillBuilder — Debating an issue (ewbk-6011)

2.12 Review
 eWorkbook

 • Re�ection (ewbk-6012)
 • Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-6004)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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